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ABSTRACT

This study proposes a digital twin (DT) model for a two-arm collaborative robot that can
be deployed to simulate human arm motions using the reverse engineering process. A
collaborative robot named ABB Yumi – IRB14000 was considered for this study. The purpose of
the experiment was to find the best version of the digital twin model by applying translation and
rotation constraints in every part of the CAD model of the robot. After adding features to the
robot part files, Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) format files were being created to
assemble it in 3D world Editor for DT formation and a grid layout was created that contained the
control panel of the collaborative model digital twin to connect it with the real world. Finally, a
cyber-physical system (CPS) interface was built to replicate human motion. Deep reinforcement
learning will be implemented using these two models for human motion simulation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Digital Twin (DT) is the latest slogan that accelerated the industry 4.0 revolution.
Industry 4.0 concept came to the public attention in a presentation back in 2011 by Professor
Wolfang Wahlster, Director & CEO of the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence.
Industry 4.0 refers to the automation of processes and machines by intelligent networking, cyberphysical system, Internet of Things, Cloud Computing enabling smart manufacturing, process
optimization, and getting more responsive to customer demand and orientation (Alcácer et al.,
2019). The IoT devices are empowering the smart industries that create a new way of thinking
about the automation process despite its initial high cost. The next era is about implementing
machine learning algorithms in mass industries to automate the process.
Digital Twin is a compact package that is linked with the Internet of Things, Cloud
Computing, Artificial Intelligence, Edge Computing, etc. that resulting to process, machine, and
system automation. DT is combining operation Technology and Information Technology through
augmented reality. By analyzing the data for optimal decision making of the motion as well as
the interconnectivity of the machines and digital twin, an efficient system can be developed
which can take quality and lean concept to a whole new level (Pech et al., 2021). With the
advanced technology, Big data Analytics, IoT, the industrial revolution 4.0 is being initiated by
transforming process and value creation into data.
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At present, the world is about connecting the dots. The recent development of cheaper
computation technology makes the Digital Twin one of the feasible iterative innovations
happening around the globe. As the I4.0 revolution is about connecting components, Digital
Twin is in the leading position to do it for several fields. It helps to store the data from several
components, to homogenize the entire data collection and to understand the pattern and make an
insightful analysis. The data can be modified and then can be tested in a virtual machine creating
a unique situation.
The DT model is a digital replica of a physical model which considers a dynamic
computerized unified system model that can be interacted by real-time synchronization with the
basic run time of the physical model allowing simultaneous data transmission (Batty, 2018). In
short, DT is the digitalized clone of the physical model. DT is the outcome of an infrastructure
that combines the Internet of Things (IoT), Cyber-Physical System (CPS), and materialized
Industry 4.0 concept (i-SCOOP, 2017). Many models represent the oversimplified physical
model as well as the complete replication of the real model, but there are a few types of research
on the two-arm collaborative robot model for process automation purposes. Aliaj worked on skin
marker motion capture datasets. They worked on human motion replication considering the
inertial forces, moments of high speed, and other biomechanical and orthopedic factors (Aliaj et
al., 2020). Amir used Solidworks and Simulink to replicate human arm motion to the virtual
model developed in Solidworks (Amir et al., 2017). They considered the Simulink model for
accurate motion capture to rely on functionality control. Jones et al. (2018) used the IoT to have
control over robotic arms from any place of the world. They used human arm motion data with
the help of a position sensor and upload it into a cloud platform and then use it to configure the
position of the robotic arm motion remotely (Jones et al., 2018). Only a few types of researches
2

have been done on collaborative robots and their automation process. Some system used Field
Programmable Gate Array to do a specific task which is customized for specific work and it
takes a lot of modification to make it work for other tasks. Most of them used the same degrees
of freedom for input/output.
Digital Twins are 4 types in terms of applicability which are component Twins, asset
twins, system/unit twins, and process twins (Plank, Dec 16, 2019). Component Twins or part
twins are considered as a single component or part of the entire system. Ex: motor, rotor, etc.
Asset Twins are the combination of part twins. It contains several components and a certain task
to accomplish by working together. Ex: water pump, combustion engine, etc. System twins are
the next higher-level twin that contains several asset twins to make a combination of different
types of work-oriented asset or all production units and to execute different actions related to
them. Ex: Airplane, Spaceship, etc. The process twin combines all system twins where it
represents the whole production floor or facility. Process twin represents all the other twins’
functionalities, and the entire process is effective when they all work together and complete the
requirements. Ex: Complete Manufacturing process (Plank, Dec 16, 2019).

Figure 1.1 Conceptual Representation of Digital Twin
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Reverse engineering means going back through the original design process. It is also
called back engineering. The process involves breaking down the whole assembly into parts. It is
mainly used to extract the right information from the original product to recreate it with further
development and accuracy. It is used to determine the process of the machine or components
recreation part by part or layer by layer. To enable reverse engineering, a product is taken under
consideration to disassemble and investigate its internal mechanisms to gather the original
information of the components. After gathering all necessary information, the data can be used to
create the required model with the necessary modification of the 3D model as well as
functionalities.

1.1 Problem Statement
The industrial sector is inclining to the automation concept day by day. The revolution of
Industry 4.0 is the result of the uprising of the digital movement. Digital Twin is an old concept
used for various purposes and now it is being used for developing the manufacturing system to
spacecraft administration. The robots are taking over the repetitive work and makes people's life
smooth. The automation process of the digital world is one of the biggest challenges in the
present world. There are so many factors wherein people are trying to automate the system
process as well as the components working for it.
Some of the researchers are working to find out the minimum process downtime while
some others are working on data analysis of the system. Few works have been done that are
related to the manufacturing process automation considering a human motion replication to
improve the process over time with a collaborative robot. This research is addressing the
research scope of the formation of the digital model of a collaborative robot and the
4

implementation of deep reinforcement learning for human motion recognition and use it to
automate the digital twin movement simultaneously.

1.2 Objectives of the Study
The objectives of this study are as follows:
i.Overview of Digital Twin Model and Human-Cyber Physical System (CPS)
Interface.
ii.Study of features/constraint, parts orientation, and data required for creating Digital
Twin.
iii.Creating Human-CPS for transferring Human motion to Digital Twin model
iv. Building a real-time applicable Digital Twin model

1.3 Scope of the Study
This research focuses on Digital Twin construction. It includes developing a Digital Twin
model from the CAD file of the collaborative robot using the CAD software to convert it to a
VRML file to create the Digital Twin Model in the MATLAB_3D world editor. This research is
also focused on the building of the Human-Cyber Physical System interface.

1.4 Thesis Overview
This research work is divided into five chapters. In Chapter I, the digital twin concept is
introduced. In Chapter II, The Literature Review is discussed. In Chapter III, the methodology of
the collaborative robot formation and the 3D World Editor model assembly is discussed. In
Chapter IV, the detailed procedures of VRML file creation, the rotation and translation data
5

collection, and implementation in 3D world Editor are discussed in detail. The Application
interface created by the App Designer module is also discussed here. The challenges and the
future work are discussed here too. Chapter V concludes the study and provides
recommendations for future work.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

In model representation, any physical process/system is to be simplified for easier
presentation. Generally, a model does not replicate the whole system. There could be several
models of a single physical system but there could be only one digital twin for the entire system
and that is based on its total features. So, a digital twin is used for familiarizing a system with the
same functionalities as the real system and can interact with the physical system’s every feature
consistently, parallelly, and virtually. Models are simple/part representations of physical systems.
If a model can be created in such a way that it can represent all the characteristics/features of a
system can only be said, digital twin.

2.1 History of Digital Twin
Dr. David Hillel Gelernter, an American scientist-Professor of Yale University
(Computer Science) gave the concept in 1991 in a book named “Mirror Worlds”. This concept
was first used in 2002 by Professor Michael Grieves from the Florida Institute of Technology
and then publicly introduced in the “Society of Manufacturing Engineers” conference later in
2002. He talked about the origin of the digital twin concept and how we can relate the physical
world with the digital world. He talked about the types of Digital Twin and the life cycle of the
digital twin model (Grieves et al., 2017). The majority (55 percent) of the research that had been
done on the digital twin is still in concept. 26 percent of the publications focused on case studies.
7

35 percent of the publications discussed digital shadows while 28 percent discussed digital twin.
The digital twin with bidirectional data transfer capability is discussed in only 18 percentage of
all the research which means the number of research that had been done on the digital twin
application is less than 20 percent (Kritzinger et al., 2018). So, the present scenario of the
research for digital is still in the conceptual area and it is turning into a more applied area.
Taking these factors under consideration, I selected the research scope for my research with my
current interest as well as resources.

2.2 Types of Digital Twin
The digital twin is categorized into three parts. 1. Digital Twin Prototype (DTP), 2.
Digital Twin Instance (DTI), 3. Digital Twin Aggregate (DTA) (Grieves et al, 2017). DTP is
related to physical system/process/entity design and analysis. It can be created before physical
product existence. DTI is the digital twin of an individual part of a physical system/body. DTA is
the complete addition of all DTIs’ of a physical machine/system that is used for learning and
predictive/consequence analysis to find the unknown pattern of data and other useful insights
from DTI’s aggregation (Council, 2019, Dec 2; TWI, 2021). Fuller et al. discussed the definition
and misconceptions about digital twins and the difference between the digital twin, digital
shadows, and digital model. They discussed the primary field for digital twin which are smart
cities, manufacturing, healthcare, and the industrial implementation of it. They gathered the
challenges that the digital twin concept is going to face which are aligned with data analytics
challenges, IoT challenges such as IT infrastructure, useful data, privacy and security,
standardized modeling, etc. They researched on history of IoT and data analytics, deep learning.
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They concluded that the relationship of the IoT, data analytics, and digital twin is mutual, and the
growth of digital twin depends on them (Fuller et al., 2020).

2.3 Digital Twin in Automation
Some researchers discussed the service-oriented architecture of the digital twin and the
prospect in the service industry. By connecting data between the physical objects and virtual
models, they proposed that it can improve the efficiency of production planning, improve
production time and reduce cost (Qi et al., 2018). Rosen et al. described the autonomous system
and how it is going to be changed into a digital twin system with certain conditions. They
discussed the development of digital twin which are individual application (1960+) to simulation
tools (1965+), then simulation-based System Design (2000+) to DT concept. They discussed
autonomy and autonomous nature in detail as well as the cyber-physical production system with
the conclusion is that the combination of real-life data and simulation model leads to a good
prediction of the future (Vachálek et al., 2017). Some researchers constructed digital twins for
Macro Manufacturing Unit (MMU) and described the basic function. It was concluded that the
digital twin requires an accurate 3D model of the actual machine to build up a feasible digital
twin (Lohtander et al., 2018). Tao et al. worked on a digital twin of a shop floor to create a
virtual shop floor. He created a process twin for the shop floor and showed interaction and
interconnection between them. They discussed the challenges they faced such as real-time
interaction, variability, uncertainty and unpredictability of physical space, and continuous
integration between physical and virtual spaces despite scaling discrepancies (Tao et al., 2017).
Some researchers used sensory data and machine information to create digital twins. They chose
it because the digital twin model can represent the physical model’s characteristics such as
9

vibration power consumption etc. They created a schematic to describe their concept (Cai et al.,
2017).

Figure 2.1 Schematic Diagram of digital twin integrated with sensory data and information
(adapted from (Cai et al., 2017))

Botkina et al. created a digital twin for a cutting tool with the help of a line information
system architecture which is an event-based service-oriented architecture. They also used a
tweeting machine to get real-time data from CNC machine and LISA architecture for sequential
structured information transfer (Botkina et al., 2018). Uhlemann et al. introduced a learning
concept that showed the potential advantages of data acquisition and simulation-based data
processing. He showed the comparison between digital twin and value stream mapping and
concluded with a statement that indicates the digital twin models' advantages (Uhlemann et al.,
10

2017). Schroeder et al. used AutomationML for information exchange and high-level physical
object model. The combined customer information system with augmented reality was discussed
(Schroeder et al., 2016). Qi et al. discussed the big data analysis and digital twin in
manufacturing. They discussed how IoT improvement over the years is maximizing the
possibilities of digital twin implementation. Big data analysis for smart manufacturing is getting
important because of the availability of equipment data, product data, environment data, data
from manufacturing information systems, etc. They made a comparison between big data and
digital twin and showed a fusion concept because of the advantage of big data in terms of
efficiency and the advantage of the digital twin in terms of application (Qi et al., 2018). Some
researchers worked on the cloud-based cyber-physical system where the physical model is
represented by a digital twin connected through the cloud (K. M. Alam et al., 2017).

Figure 2.2 Three types of interaction between C2PS things. a) Physical-Physical b) Cyber-Cyber
and c) Hybrid Cyber-Physical (adapted from (K. M. E. S. Alam et al., 2017))
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Zheng et al. Discussed an application framework of a digital twin as well as the concept,
characteristics, and application. They discussed the information processing layer that is
combined with data mapping, data preprocessing, data analysis and mapping, and data fusion.
They studied a case study on the welding production line and processed data to validate the
research with virtual manufacturing concepts (Zheng et al., 2019).

2.4 Collaborative Robot Digital Twin
The collaborative robot with automation capability can work side by side for
repetitive/different work with safety. It has flexible hands, parts-feeding the system, camerabased location, and motion control. The focus is on the current market demand for automotive
robots which are safe by design, small footprint, fenceless installation suitability, easy to move,
deploy, and redeploy, etc. It also has some other features such as flexible feeding parts
management, vision-guided assembly, high accuracy, and sped effective assembly, etc. It has
several customer benefits such as padded arms, portability, Lower maintenance, integrated
vision, and hands, etc. It can be used for small part Assembly, collaborative assembly, accurate
and fast assembly, material handling, testing, and packaging, processing. It also helps to verify
the future system by enabling simulation considering new features (Schroeder et al., 2016).

2.5 Virtual Commissioning
Virtual commissioning is the process of using 3D technology to test the ability,
performance, or other parameters of the physical model within a virtual environment so that it
can be implemented later with the physical model. Dzinic et al. discussed the virtual
commissioning approach to verify the PLC program by four steps which are 3D model
12

development, PLC programming, simulation model, and communication between physical and
digital model through SIL and HIL (Dzinic et al., 2014). They used a simulation-based
verification tool for model development and a predefined model from the library which was
responsible for the inconsistency among data.

2.6 Deep Reinforcement Learning
Machine learning is a branch of artificial intelligence that analyzes data automatically
after being trained up with a certain number of training sets. By pattern recognition and data
analysis method, it can make decisions without or less human intervention. Digital twin, machine
learning, and artificial intelligence enable to development of speed, efficiency, quality,
flexibility, and accuracy, etc. A digital twin is mainly used to optimize the operation procedure
and provide chances to try other methods. It permits testing different methods of process and
verify the options before going to actual processing. It also helps to verify the future system by
considering new factors for simulation. There are three kinds of machine learning nowadays.
Supervised learning, Unsupervised Learning, and Reinforcement Learning. Reinforcement
learning is being used to find out the unforeseen pattern of data. We plan to use many quality
data sets to train our reinforcement learning as well as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
and then let the Digital twin construct the production optimization framework based on IoT and
Machine learning considering time-series data, schedule time, etc. Klaus et al. described a
variable workspace and movements of humans to address the problem related to safety. They
introduced a machine learning strategy to control the robot movement to avoid collision through
path planning, cluster analysis, and Artificial Neural networks (Dröder et al., 2018). Min et al.
proposed a framework that used big data to train and optimize the digital twin model. The
13

purpose of this model is to support different kinds of petrochemical manufacturing processes.
They discussed the process twin and predict the controlling command by big data analysis, data
correlation, and time series analysis (Min et al., 2019). Natalia researched human motion
analysis with deep learning. She worked on gesture recognition hand-pose estimation, motion
capture, and user validation. She used Spatio-temporal descriptors for recognizing the actions or
gestures and used supervised and unsupervised methods to train the model and showed the
accuracy of the methods (Neverova, 2016). Cronrath et al. discussed the implementation of deep
reinforcement learning for digital twin up-gradation. They created the algorithm for digital twin
and then used it on sheet metal for an experiment. They did the test with ten thousand iterations
and came up with an improvement and advised on doing more iteration for more improvement
depending on the number of dimensional actions (Cronrath et al., 2019). Alexopoulos et al.
discussed the machine learning implementation in digital twin as the data is not going to be a
problem anymore. They used machine learning and transfer learning with digital twin for
adapting the system and pre-trained model from the ImageNet database and combined it with
their dataset (Alexopoulos et al., 2020). They worked on the dataset of images and this paper
helped me to understand the direction of my research study. Liu et al. researched a dual-arm
deterministic policy gradient algorithm, a control strategy, and the effectiveness of the algorithm
to make the robot certain activities such as reach, push, pick up by using Kinect camera and
Mask RCNN algorithm (Liu et al., 2021).

2.7 Collaborative Robot with Deep Reinforcement Learning
Lu et al. discussed the use of blockchain technology empowered by the Federated
Learning Model, DTWN model, and reinforcement learning algorithm to develop an optimized
14

solution (Lu et al., 2020). Dai et al. research on similar kinds of research we did. They used DTN
for building a network and then used stochastic computation and resource allocation and DRL
for IoT. The model showed that the DRL agent took the reward and gave the feedback as an
action to the digital twin (Dai et al., 2020). Ghadirzadeh et al. used a motion-capture suit to
analyze the motion and to pick an object from the box. They improved robot action decisionmaking, enabling robots to take the optimized decision and let robots learn from the sensor data
(Ghadirzadeh et al., 2020). Most of the research had been done with the deep reinforcement
learning for process twin. Some of the researchers did work on the collaborative robot with a
motion sensor. Convolutional neural network implementation had been done on image
recognition and the creation of digital twin based on these approaches recently. There was no
work been done which is combining all these concepts. So, I came with the idea of using the
deep reinforcement learning algorithm to let the collaborative robot learn from the human motion
and implement it to execute activities done by the human.

2.8 Reverse Engineering
Brian Hess Described reverse engineering, its process, and the purpose of reverse
engineering. He discussed the 3D drawing creation of the older components which were created
without 3D CAD files or digital file storage. To create a modern archive of the older product, a
company can use a reverse engineering concept for this purpose. He discussed the purpose of
reverse engineering which are legacy part replacement, parts service or repair, failure analysis,
parts improvement, and diagnostics and problem-solving (Hess, 2019). M. Ayani et al. discussed
the machine reconditioning and retrofitting, and the complication related to technical
documentation. Outdated documentation or absence of it demands the reverse engineering
15

process for executing the reconditioning project. They discussed the importance of Digital Twin
and virtual commissioning to automate the system for retrofitting and physical reconditioning
(Ayani et al., 2018)
The existing most similar framework was about using Deep Reinforcement Learning
(DRL) to improve time-efficiency and effective decision making under uncertainties. They used
graph convolutional networks (GCNs) and recurrent Q-learning (Ghadirzadeh et al., 2020). They
used a motion-capture suit for capturing motion data. The difference between our work was that I
was not planning to use any motion capture suit and that is why I developed the model in 3D
World Editor. The motion data can be transferred from human to Human-CPS through motion
mapping and then convert into robot motion. Even though there were similarities in using deep
reinforcement learning to train the robot for certain activities, but the learning method is different
and that is why the collaborative model digital version was created to replicate the motion before
applying it to the physical model.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

A reverse engineering process had been done on the CAD file downloaded from the ABB
official website. The CAD file did not contain the features required for creating the 3D model
assembly. The features had been added to the drawing file after knowing the requirement for
creating the Digital Twin Model through the reverse engineering process. As I had worked on the
CAD file of the robot and it consists of part files and it worked on different types of the task as a
unit, it was supposed to be the asset twin. The first step to develop the digital twin for a two-arm
collaborative robot was to work on the CAD files. At first, the CAD files were tired to create by
me, but it was time-consuming and nearly impossible to create them from the actual product
within this short time. The CAD file of the collaborative robot is collected from the ABB Yumi
official website. The CAD file was an assembly file and could not be used for Digital Twin
Model due to its lack of features which were vital for Digital Twin Modeling. The CAD file was
uploaded as Standard for the Exchange of Product Data (STEP) file in the Autodesk Inventor.
The assembly file was segregated into the part file for each component. The part files had added
the features required for Digital Twin construction. Then, the part files were assembled in The
CAD software. After the assembly, the locations of the part files in the assembly file were kept
fixed and the part files were saved as STEP files with that location. The part (STEP) files were
converted into VRML files by CAD exchanger software for uploading it into MATLAB 3D
world Editor.
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Figure 3.1 An Outline of CAD file conversion to VRML file

The VRML files were added sequentially in the 3D world editor. A 3D world editor
virtual-template had been used to create an app layout to control the robot by implementing the
APP Designer platform in MATLAB.

Figure 3.2 Tools for Digital Twin Modeling

A Cyber-Physical System Model is also created similarly. The App Designer layout is the
bridge between the digital twin and the cyber-physical system. A deep learning algorithm named
Convolutional Neural Network and motion mapping is under development which will be used to
transfer the motion data from the image to CPS. The CPS interface will be used to transfer the
data to the Digital Twin model.
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Figure 3.3 An outline of Digital Twin Model

Figure 3.4 An illustration of Digital Twin Model Assembly

3.1 VRML file Creation

Two-Arm Collaborative Robot Model
The CAD assembly file of the collaborative robot model is being deployed in The CAD
software and the assembly file is then segregated part by part as step files. (The part files were
centered. Then an assembly file was opened where the base file was imported and centered to the
origin. The link1_ L file was imported and linked to the base then the link file is featured with
rotational from joint function. By selecting an axis centered to the part file the translation feature
was added. Similarly, other links were added and provided with rotation and translation
features). The part files are featured with Rotation and translation constraints as it is to be
defined in the 3D world editor. After it is featured, the part files are assembled as a complete
model. Then, the parts are kept in that position for taking coordinates and saved as part files to
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maintain the position and orientation when converted into VRML files. The coordinates of the
part files in the assembly file are noted in the excel file for putting in the 3D world Editor. In the
3D world Editor, the VRML files are attached sequentially with their coordinates, rotation, and
translation values.

Figure 3.5 VRML files (text) of link1_l file with & without features

Figure 3.6 Digital Twin Model in 3D World Editor
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Human-Cyber Physical System
The Cyber-Physical System is the collaborating computational entity connected with the
real world. This model (Human-CPS) is used to transfer the motion data from Human pose to
digital twin. The model is developed in Fusion 360 with all necessary features like rotation,
translation. Then the assembly file is converted into STEP files and then reoriented in The CAD
software to figure out the coordinate data of the part file like a robot model. Then the CPS model
was converted into a VRML file for 3D world Editor.

Figure 3.7 Human CPS in 3D World Editor
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Figure 3.8 Human CPS Model as CAD file and VRML file

3.2 Digital Twin Model
The study builds and analyzes a digital model of the two-arm collaborative robot that will
further be used for imitating human arm motion through deep reinforcement learning. The CAD
model of the robot was used to create the 3D (STEP) files for each robot part and the part files
were assembled with proper rotation and translation features in The CAD software. Then, the
parts are converted to Virtual Reality Modeling Format (VRML) and assembled in MATLAB
3D World Editor. A human CPS model was developed similarly to transfer the human arm
motion to the robot’s digital twin. After the creation of the Digital model of a two-arm
collaborative robot in 3D world Editor, the app designer platform was used for regulating the
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model. The app designer is used for creating an application that offered a grid layout and is used
for organizing the 3D model interface. The Application provided us the user interface and the 3D
world editor provided us with a digital model, rotational data, translational data, and position of
the part file in the model. So, the model can be regularized manually with the application and can
also be used for regularization through deep reinforcement learning. Currently, the author is
working on the deep reinforcement learning model with Convolutional Neural Network to
transfer human motion to the Cyber-Physical System. Once, it is successfully be done then the
transfer of the motion data is the next step which will be transferred from CPS to the digital
model. To do this procedure complete, the author must convert the three degrees of freedom data
from human motion to the seven degrees of freedom data for the digital twin model.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section discusses the construction of the Digital Twin model and its future
implementation for Human motion imitation. The accuracy of this model depends on the rotation
constraint, translation constraint, and position co-ordinate of every part. Because of these
features, the original CAD file from the ABB website could not be used. It also discusses the
progress of the deep reinforcement learning concept related to the future work of this
project. Moreover, this section discusses the challenges were faced during the formation of this
model with RobotStudio®.

4.1 ABB Yumi Robot
ABB Yumi is an updated version of Human-Robot Collaboration. In the lab, the
department has one of the collaborative robot models which is Yumi® - IRB 14000. It is a highfunctioning dual-arm robot made for mass factory assembly automation. It is a robot with 7
degrees of freedom. Because of its prospect, the author chose this robot to study and to automate
the operation done by it. ABB robot is a versatile collaborative robot with huge potentialities,
especially for industrial use. The core concept behind this robot to build-up is to use it for mass
production as well as for custom manufacturing.
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4.2 Digital Model Formation
For digital twin formation, the CAD files of the collaborative robot were collected from
the designated official website of ABB Robot. The files were in part files. These files were
assembled in The CAD software and then converted into VRML files for digital twin model
formation. But the file was not suitable for the conversion as the file did not have any rotation
and translation constraints/features which were determining factors for creating the model.

Figure 4.1 CAD & VRML files of base (without features addition)

There were 7 parts in every gripper which were base, two slides, two fingers, and two
cups. The gripper parts also did not have any translation or rotation features. The CAD software
was used for recreating the orientation as well as features that were required. There were 29 parts
in total to construct the digital model. Each gripper has seven parts individually. Since the
gripper parts had nothing to do with the motion individually, the gripper was made without
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adding rotation and translation to individual parts. After The assembly of the gripper parts, it acts
like a single part and the number of the parts file became 19 from 29.

Figure 4.2 Gripper layout before and after assembly

The gripper had two kinds of the part. First, some parts did not have to move individually
which were attached with the gripper main body such as the cups tool.
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Figure 4.3 Gripper CAD file without slides & fingers

The other parts are moving parts of the gripper that includes the slides and the fingers.
The slides were added to the finger as in the real gripper. The slides are connected to a motor and
eventually, it regulates the motor. So, to follow the same strategy, the fingers were connected to
the slides and they move together.

Figure 4.4 Gripper fingers & slides CAD file
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As these parts need to move, rotation and translation feature added to these part files
individually. These features allowed the parts to move concerning certain points and it could be
controlled through regularization.

Figure 4.5 Left gripper CAD & VRML file (features added)
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Figure 4.6 Left-gripper left fingers CAD & VRML file (features added)

Figure 4.7 Right-gripper left finger CAD & VRML file (features added)

After completing the Gripper configuration with features added, the link parts other than
the gripper were reconfigured with features that were rotation and translation.
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Figure 4.8 CAD & VRML files of link_1 left (with features)

Figure 4.9 CAD & VRML files of link_7 right with gripper(fingerless) (with features)

The base was set for the origin point of the final assembly file. The additional features
did not have to be added to this part as it was built to be fixed in its position at the origin of the
assembly file.
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Figure 4.10 Base of the ABB Yumi - IRB 14000 Robot

Then the link files were added to this base sequentially. First, the Link_1Left was added
to the base. As the Link was supposed to move, additional features like rotation, translation were
added to this link_1Left. The other Links were added in the same procedure. After Adding all
links together, we got the complete assembly with rotation and translation feature.
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Figure 4.11 ABB Yumi - IRB 14000 robot assembly with features

Here, the rotation is present, but we fixed the base file and that is why the initial VRML
code showed only rotation, but other parts were featured with both as we mentioned earlier.

4.3 Rotation & Translation data collection
The most important thing about assembling the robot is the point of rotation and axis of
rotation. Every point of rotation and axis of rotation were precisely chosen so that the robot can
rotation by the exact axis from its perfect point of reference. To allow the exact point of rotation
and the axis of rotation to be perfect, the points are taken from the CAD file and then be used in
the 3D world Editor.
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Figure 4.12 Base (left hole) coordinate data for rotation & translation
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Figure 4.13 Link_1 right coordinate data for rotation & translation

As the Link_7 and the Fingerless Gripper are joined together and in the physical model
they worked together, they were attached and recognized as one part file.
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Figure 4.14 Link_7 left & fingerless gripper coordinate data for rotation & translation

Figure 4.15 Left gripper left finger (close) coordinate data for rotation & translation
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All these data are taken into consideration. The selection 1 data are the original plane of
the part considered. Selection 2 indicates the plane where the next link files were going to be
attached with the present part file. The translation data I used in the 3D world editor was taken
from here and every selection of 2 data was the translation data as the next part moves from that
point of reference. The translation data from the excel file was used after divided 1000 times due
to resolve the scaling problem. The rotation features in 3D world Editor had two-part. First three
value was about rotation coordinates (x, y, z) value and the second part was the rotation angle
value (4th value). The subtractions of selections 1 & 2 were the rotational coordinates value for
the 3D world Editor for that specific robot part. The rotation angle value was adjusted with the
robot link configuration. The Gripper data were taken for only selection 1 data and three data
were considered to recognize the close, half-open, and close state of the individual finger of the
grippers.
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Table 4.1 Robot left arm co-ordinate data
ROBOT LEFT ARM
Robot Base Hole Coordinate
X
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
65.507
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
40.616

Y
-71.479
-61.218

Z
411.471
398.236

LINK_1 LEFT
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
67.031
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
40.616

-72.107
-61.218

412.282
398.236

PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)

LINK_2 LEFT
173.343
182.491

-79.282
-80.012

433.819
416.049

PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)

LINK_3 LEFT
318.48
280.552

-75.485
-84.037

520.755
501.582

LINK_4 LEFT
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
401.292
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
395.493

-40.141
-13.626

518.998
518.642

PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)

LINK_5 LEFT
486.426
462.903

-30.908
-36.368

658.615
635.094

PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)

LINK_6 LEFT
553.125
544.662

25.877
38.251

722.611
728.201

LINK_7 LEFT (GRIPPER BASE)
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
598.105
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
582.568

23.532
6.537

721.477
735.576

LEFT GRIPPER_LEFT FINGER
CLOSED (SELECTION 1) (mm)
636.007
HALF OPEN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
645.6315
OPEN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
655.256

96.52
88.617
80.714

663.168
664.2475
665.327

LEFT GRIPPER_RIGHT FINGER
CLOSED (SELECTION 1) (mm)
673.222
HALF OPEN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
663.5975
OPEN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
653.973

74.168
82.071
89.974

677.235
676.155
675.075
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Table 4.2 Robot right arm co-ordinate data
ROBOT RIGHT ARM
Robot Base Hole Coordinate
X
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
65.507
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
40.616

Y
71.479
61.218

Z
411.471
398.236

LINK_1 RIGHT
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
67.031
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
40.616

72.107
61.218

412.282
398.236

LINK_2 RIGHT
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
132.012
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
131.043

144.236
160.865

461.195
450.125

LINK_3 RIGHT
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
231.407
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
211.152

218.277
193.103

583.592
547.55

LINK_4 RIGHT
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
303.666
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
308.789

255.698
276.114

623.071
605.933

LINK_5 RIGHT
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
280.972
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
276.956

354.656
333.733

751.594
725.47

LINK_6 RIGHT
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
318.222
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
317.032

436.532
452.986

809.838
796.844

LINK_7 RIGHT (GRIPPER BASE)
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
344.167
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
324.203

433.506
432.369

847.264
847.652

RIGHT GRIPPER_LEFT FINGER
CLOSED (SELECTION 1) (mm)
448.636
HALF OPEN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
449.1245
OPEN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
449.613

441.117
436.5025
431.888

822.2
833.8065
845.413

RIGHT GRIPPER_RIGHT FINGER
CLOSED (SELECTION 1) (mm)
450.259
HALF OPEN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
449.7705
OPEN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
449.282

437.007
441.6215
446.236

867.883
856.2765
844.67
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The Left-arm coordinate data and the right arm coordinate data were used to calculate the
rotation axis vector for every link as well as the translation value for every link of the robot. For
the rotation axis vector, the co-ordinate value of the earlier part of the joint (Selection 1) is taken
as the first value and the co-ordinate of the later part of the joint (selection 2) is taken as the
second value. Then, the second value is subtracted from the first value (selection 1 – selection2)
to get the rotation axis value of the earlier link.
For translation value, the next link joint value (selection 2) for that link is taken and then
the earlier link’s next link joint value (selection 2 of earlier joint) is subtracted from it. For
example, link 4 translation value =

(selection 2_Link 4 – Selection_3)/1000. Here, I divided the

result by 1000 times so that it would not create any scaling problem for the 3D world editor. For,
Link_1 for both left and right the translational value is going to be selection 2 value as they
started from the base file.
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Table 4.3 Robot left arm rotation & translation data
ROBOT LEFT ARM
ROTATION & TRANSLATION

X

Y

Z

67.031
40.616
26.415
0.040616

-72.107
-61.218
-10.889
-0.061218

412.282
398.236
14.046
0.398236

LINK_2 LEFT
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
173.343
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
182.491
ROTATION COORDINATES (SEL. 1 - SEL. 2) (mm)
-9.148
TRANSLATION [(SEL. 2 - SEL 2(PREV. LINK)/1000] (m)
0.141875

-79.282
-80.012
0.73
-0.018794

433.819
416.049
17.77
0.017813

LINK_3 LEFT
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
318.48
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
280.552
ROTATION COORDINATES (SEL. 1 - SEL. 2) (mm)
37.928
TRANSLATION [(SEL. 2 - SEL 2(PREV. LINK)/1000] (m)
0.098061

-75.485
-84.037
8.552
-0.004025

520.755
501.582
19.173
0.085533

LINK_4 LEFT
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
401.292
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
395.493
ROTATION COORDINATES (SEL. 1 - SEL. 2) (mm)
5.799
TRANSLATION [(SEL. 2 - SEL 2(PREV. LINK)/1000] (m)
0.114941

-40.141
-13.626
-26.515
0.070411

518.998
518.642
0.356
0.01706

LINK_5 LEFT
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
486.426
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
462.903
ROTATION COORDINATES (SEL. 1 - SEL. 2) (mm)
23.523
TRANSLATION [(SEL. 2 - SEL 2(PREV. LINK)/1000] (m)
0.06741

-30.908
-36.368
5.46
-0.022742

658.615
635.094
23.521
0.116452

LINK_6 LEFT
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
553.125
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
544.662
ROTATION COORDINATES (SEL. 1 - SEL. 2) (mm)
8.463
TRANSLATION [(SEL. 2 - SEL 2(PREV. LINK)/1000] (m)
0.081759

25.877
38.251
-12.374
0.074619

722.611
728.201
-5.59
0.093107

LINK_7 LEFT (GRIPPER BASE)
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
598.105
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
582.568
ROTATION COORDINATES (SEL. 1 - SEL. 2) (mm)
15.537
TRANSLATION [(SEL. 2 - SEL 2(PREV. LINK)/1000] (m)
0.037906

23.532
6.537
16.995
-0.031714

721.477
735.576
-14.099
0.007375

LEFT GRIPPER_LEFT FINGER
CLOSED (SELECTION 1) (mm)
636.007
HALF OPEN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
645.6315
OPEN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
655.256

96.52
88.617
80.714

663.168
664.2475
665.327

LEFT GRIPPER_RIGHT FINGER
CLOSED (SELECTION 1) (mm)
673.222
HALF OPEN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
663.5975
OPEN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
653.973

74.168
82.071
89.974

677.235
676.155
675.075

LINK_1 LEFT
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
ROTATION COORDINATES (SEL. 1 - SEL. 2) (mm)
TRANSLATION (SELECTION 2)/1000 (m)
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Table 4.4 Robot right arm rotation & translation data
ROBOT RIGHT ARM
ROTATION & TRANSLATION

X

Y

Z

67.031
40.616
26.415
40.616

72.107
61.218
10.889
61.218

412.282
398.236
14.046
398.236

LINK_2 RIGHT
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
132.012
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
131.043
ROTATION COORDINATES (SEL. 1 - SEL. 2) (mm)
0.969
TRANSLATION [(SEL. 2 - SEL 2(PREV. LINK)/1000] (m)
0.090427

144.236
160.865
-16.629
0.099647

461.195
450.125
11.07
0.051889

LINK_3 RIGHT
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
231.407
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
211.152
ROTATION COORDINATES (SEL. 1 - SEL. 2) (mm)
20.255
TRANSLATION [(SEL. 2 - SEL 2(PREV. LINK)/1000] (m)
0.080109

218.277
193.103
25.174
0.032238

583.592
547.55
36.042
0.097425

LINK_4 RIGHT
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
303.666
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
308.789
ROTATION COORDINATES (SEL. 1 - SEL. 2) (mm)
-5.123
TRANSLATION [(SEL. 2 - SEL 2(PREV. LINK)/1000] (m)
0.097637

255.698
276.114
-20.416
0.083011

623.071
605.933
17.138
0.058383

LINK_5 RIGHT
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
280.972
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
276.956
ROTATION COORDINATES (SEL. 1 - SEL. 2) (mm)
4.016
TRANSLATION [(SEL. 2 - SEL 2(PREV. LINK)/1000] (m)
-0.031833

354.656
333.733
20.923
0.057619

751.594
725.47
26.124
0.119537

LINK_6 RIGHT
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
318.222
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
317.032
ROTATION COORDINATES (SEL. 1 - SEL. 2) (mm)
1.19
TRANSLATION [(SEL. 2 - SEL 2(PREV. LINK)/1000] (m)
0.040076

436.532
452.986
-16.454
0.119253

809.838
796.844
12.994
0.071374

LINK_7 RIGHT (GRIPPER BASE)
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
344.167
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
324.203
ROTATION COORDINATES (SEL. 1 - SEL. 2) (mm)
19.964
TRANSLATION [(SEL. 2 - SEL 2(PREV. LINK)/1000] (m)
0.007171

433.506
432.369
1.137
-0.020617

847.264
847.652
-0.388
0.050808

RIGHT GRIPPER_LEFT FINGER
CLOSED (SELECTION 1) (mm)
448.636
HALF OPEN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
449.1245
OPEN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
449.613

441.117
436.5025
431.888

822.2
833.8065
845.413

RIGHT GRIPPER_RIGHT FINGER
CLOSED (SELECTION 1) (mm)
450.259
HALF OPEN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
449.7705
OPEN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
449.282

437.007
441.6215
446.236

867.883
856.2765
844.67

LINK_1 RIGHT
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
ROTATION COORDINATES (SEL. 1 - SEL. 2) (mm)
TRANSLATION (SELECTION 2)/1000 (m)
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4.4 Digital Twin Model Assembly in 3D World Editor
These Rotation and Translation data were used in MATLAB® 3D world Editor. We
assembled the links as children of previous links and used these rotation and translational data to
be linked up together.

Figure 4.16 ABB robot assembly in 3D World Editor using rotation & translation data

The Left Links are sequentially added to the earlier left links and the Left Link_1 is
added to the Left Base Hole of the ABB Robot. The Left Link_1 Contains from Left Link_2 to
Left Gripper and Fingers.

Figure 4.17 Link_1 left adjusted in 3D World Editor using rotation & translation data
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The Right Links were added to the right hole of the base and the Right Link_1 contained
the other links from Right Link_2 to Right Link_8 Gripper with Fingers.

Figure 4.18 Link_1 right adjusted in 3D World Editor using rotation & translation data

Figure 4.19 Link_8 left (left finger) adjusted using rotation & translation data
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Figure 4.20 Link_8 right (right finger) adjusted using rotation & translation data

4.5 Application for Digital Model Regularization
The robot was set in 3D world editor, but it needed an interface to be controlled by
humans or Deep Reinforcement Learning. App Designer Application had been used to develop
the interface or control panel to regularize the movement of the robot. It consists of several
panels. The manual operation panel uses knobs to control the links of the robot. Each robot link
is linked up with knobs individually.
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Figure 4.21 Link_8 right (right finger) adjusted using rotation & translation data

The Robot Configuration View gives us the present rotation and angle of the links which
will be used to manipulate the robot arm with precise co-ordinate.
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Figure 4.22 Robot configuration view using rotation & translation data

The Gripper Control controls the gripper by opening and closing it and making it on and
off during the process.
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Figure 4.23 Gripper configuration view in app designer

The rotation and the translation data were being used in the App Designer application to
initialize the link position.

Figure 4.24 Rotation & translation data used in the application
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Figure 4.25 Sample code view of the application

This Application has a building capacity so that I did not have to create the code in this
environment. The application requires certain data such as the number of links, rotation data,
gripper data, etc. The Interface is self-generated.

4.6 Testing the application
The application can be to regularize the movement of the digital model and it was
designed in a way to be controlled by other adequate programs for imitating human motion
through deep reinforcement learning. Right now, the application can control the robot arm
through knobs manually.
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4.7 Challenges & Future Work
In the beginning, the concept was implemented in MATLAB® without the features. But
without the features, there was no way to figure out the value of the position coordinates of the
parts. Then, the challenges were with adding features. Initially, it was not known how to make
sure that the VRML file would show the rotation and translation features. After, figuring out the
option, it was difficult to find out the way to keep the robot arm in the proper orientation. The
next challenge was with the rotation and translation data. The features were added but it was not
known how to know exact rotation and translation data from the features. Using the initial
position of the link parts and the next part linked up position made me know the exact number to
put in rotation and translation bar. After putting the features and data with proper orientation of
the individual link part in the 3D World Editor, the digital model of the robot is introduced. In
the App Designer, the interface was created to control the robot. Connecting the digital model
and the application was the hardest part as it required the correlation between the model and
interface. The CPS model was also introduced, and it would be in connection with the digital
model. I already used a Human CPS model to create the digital model that contained the features
like the robot digital model. The next hard challenge is going to be the conversion of the 3
degrees of freedom Arm motion (input data) to 7 degrees of freedom (Output data) of the
collaborative robot. If the robot had 3 or fewer degrees of freedom it would be much easier to
replicate the motion. To replicate human motion, it required the conversion of 3 degrees of
freedom to 7 degrees of freedom and we planned to use human motion mapping and train our
robot for capturing the arm motion accurately. Another major challenge is going to be the virtual
commissioning of the digital twin. Currently, The ABB robot is being operated by software
named RobotStudio. The RobotStudio is developed with a primary focus for industrial use. It
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does not allow any code for deep reinforcement learning so that is why it is nearly impossible to
execute the plan on the physical robot for now. The software is not well equipped for the coding
or interface to build up a digital twin model. I discussed the matter with the support team of the
ABB Robot, and they were unable to give any suggestion that might help. Once, I develop the
code for deep reinforcement learning for the transition of human motion mapping, I will try to
use the coordinates of the arms position to update the physical robot arm's location
simultaneously.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The digital twin model is very useful for the automation of the industry as well as in other
sectors like the medical sector, space, etc. The collaborative Yumi robot is very flexible because
of its seven degrees of freedom movement. With precision and self-automated capacity, there are
many opportunities for the robot. The digital twin model is developed with the CAD file. The
CAD file was added with rotation and translation constraints to make it work for making it
suitable for the 3D world Editor. After the addition of features, the robot was properly oriented
for the assembly and the rotation and translational data were collected for further use. The part
files were then added sequentially in the 3D world Editor with the rotational and translational
data. The App Designed was used to create the interface to control the digital twin. The Human
CPS model was also built in the same procedure. The digital model can be regularized by the
application manually. The future work is to create the mapping transition of human motion to
transfer the motion to the robot model by the interaction of the Human CPS and the digital model
using deep reinforcement learning.
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The study recommends the following:
1. The features should be added to the parts file considering the proper orientation to
avoid displacement of the robot parts.
2. The factors of the future model implementation should be known very well
otherwise it may cause a waste of time due to repetition of the process.
3. The rotation and translation data should be carefully collected from the parts by
selecting the correct plane sequentially. Otherwise, it may cause misalignment during
the development of the model in 3D world Editor.
4. The application in the App Designer should be developed carefully with proper
knowledge of implementation otherwise, it may cause the program to crash.
5. Future research should be done with the robot that can be run by a programming
language with full capacity to use the output of the research with full potential.
6. Future researchers should have a passion to learn about robotics to determine the
output.
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APPENDIX A

ABB ROBOT CAD FILES ROTATION AND TRANSLATION FEATURES
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ABB Robot CAD Files without Rotation and Translation Features

Figure A 1 STEP & VRML files of Link_1 Left (without features addition)

Figure A 2 STEP & VRML files of Link_1 Right (without features addition)
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Figure A 3 STEP & VRML files of Link_2 Left (without features addition)

Figure A 4 STEP & VRML files of Link_2 Right (without features addition)
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Figure A 5 STEP & VRML files of Link_3 Left (without features addition)

Figure A 6 STEP & VRML files of Link_3 Right (without features addition)
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Figure A 7 STEP & VRML files of Link_4 Left (without features addition)

Figure A 8 STEP & VRML files of Link_4 Right (without features addition)
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Figure A 9 STEP & VRML files of Link_5 Left (without features addition)

Figure A 10 STEP & VRML files of Link_5 Right (without features addition)
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Figure A 11 STEP & VRML files of Link_6 Left (without features addition)

Figure A 12 STEP & VRML files of Link_6 Right (without features addition)
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Figure A 13 STEP & VRML files of Link_7 Left (without features addition)

Figure A 14 STEP & VRML files of Link_7 Right (without features addition)
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ABB Robot Gripper CAD Files without Rotation and Translation

Figure A 15 STEP & VRML files of Link_7 Right (without features addition)

Figure A 16 STEP & VRML files of Link_7 Right (without features addition)
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Figure A 17 STEP & VRML files of Link_7 Right (without features addition)

Figure A 18 STEP & VRML files of Link_7 Right (without features addition)
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Figure A 19 STEP & VRML files of Link_7 Right (without features addition)

Figure A 20 STEP & VRML files of Link_7 Right (without features addition)
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Figure A 21 STEP & VRML files of Link_7 Right (without features addition)
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ABB Robot Gripper CAD Files with Rotation and Translation Features

Figure A 22 Right Gripper CAD &VRML File (features added)

Figure A 23 Left-Gripper Right Fingers CAD &VRML File (features added)
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Figure A 24 Right-Gripper Right Finger CAD &VRML File (features added)
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ABB Robot Link CAD Files with Rotation and Translation Features

Figure A 25 CAD & VRML file of Link_1 Right (with features)

Figure A 26 CAD & VRML files of Link_2 Left (with features)
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Figure A 27 CAD & VRML files of Link_2 Right (with features)

Figure A 28 CAD & VRML files of Link_3 Left (with features)
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Figure A 29 CAD & VRML files of Link_3 Right (with features)

Figure A 30 CAD & VRML files of Link_4 Left (with features)
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Figure A 31 CAD & VRML files of Link_4 Right (with features)

Figure A 32 CAD & VRML files of Link_5 Left (with features)
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Figure A 33 CAD & VRML files of Link_5 Right (with features)

Figure A 34 CAD & VRML files of Link_6 Left (with features)
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Figure A 35 CAD & VRML files of Link_6 Right (with features)

After modifying the link 1 to 6, Link_7 is added to the Gripper Fingerless part as they are
fixed to each other. So, the features are added to the Gripper and the link_7 after combining
them.

Figure A 36 CAD & VRML files of Link_7 Left with Fingerless - Gripper (with features)
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APPENDIX B

ROBOT FILES ROTATION AND TRANSLATION CO-ORDINATE DATA
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ABB Robot Part Files Rotation and Translation Co-ordinate Data

Figure B 1 Base (Right Hole) coordinate Data for rotation & Translation
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Figure B 2 Link_2 Left coordinate Data for Rotation & Translation

Figure B 3 Link_2 Right coordinate Data for Rotation & Translation
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Figure B 4 Link_3 Left coordinate Data for Rotation & Translation

Figure B 5 Link_3 Right coordinate Data for Rotation & Translation
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Figure B 6 Link_4 Left coordinate Data for Rotation & Translation

Figure B 7 Link_4 Right coordinate Data for Rotation & Translation
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Figure B 8 Link_5 Left coordinate Data for Rotation & Translation

Figure B 9 Link_5 Right coordinate Data for Rotation & Translation
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Figure B 10 Link_6 Left coordinate Data for Rotation & Translation

Figure B 11 Link_6 Right coordinate Data for Rotation & Translation
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ABB Robot Gripper Files Rotation and Translation Co-ordinate Data

Figure B 12 Link_7 Right & Fingerless Gripper coordinate Data for Rotation & Translation

Figure B 13 Left Gripper_Right Finger (close) coordinate Data for Rotation & Translation
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Figure B 14 Right Gripper Left Finger (close) coordinate Data for Rotation & Translation

Figure B 15 Right Gripper_Right Finger (close) coordinate Data for Rotation & Translation
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Figure B 16 Left Gripper Left Finger (Open) coordinate Data for Rotation & Translation

Figure B 17 Left Gripper Right Finger (Open) coordinate Data for Rotation & Translation
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Figure B 18 Right Gripper Left Finger (Open) coordinate Data for Rotation & Translation

Figure B 19 Right Gripper Right Finger (Open) coordinate Data for Rotation & Translation
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Table B5 ABB Robot Rotation & Translation Data
ROBOT LEFT ARM
Y
Z
LINK_1 LEFT
67.031
-72.107 412.282
40.616
-61.218 398.236
26.415
-10.889
14.046
0.040616 -0.06122 0.398236
X

ROTATION & TRANSLATION
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
ROTATION COORDINATES (SEL. 1 - SEL. 2) (mm)
TRANSLATION (SELECTION 2)/1000 (m)

ROBOT RIGHT ARM
Y
Z
LINK_1 RIGHT
67.031
72.107
412.282
40.616
61.218
398.236
26.415
10.889
14.046
40.616
61.218
398.236
X

LINK_2 LEFT
LINK_2 RIGHT
173.343 -79.282 433.819
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
132.012 144.236 461.195
182.491 -80.012 416.049
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
131.043 160.865 450.125
-9.148
0.73
17.77
ROTATION COORDINATES (SEL. 1 - SEL. 2) (mm)
0.969
-16.629
11.07
0.141875 -0.01879 0.017813 TRANSLATION [(SEL. 2 - SEL 2(PREV. LINK)/1000] (m) 0.090427 0.099647 0.051889
LINK_3 LEFT
LINK_3 RIGHT
318.48
-75.485 520.755
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
231.407 218.277 583.592
280.552 -84.037 501.582
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
211.152 193.103
547.55
37.928
8.552
19.173
ROTATION COORDINATES (SEL. 1 - SEL. 2) (mm)
20.255
25.174
36.042
0.098061 -0.00403 0.085533 TRANSLATION [(SEL. 2 - SEL 2(PREV. LINK)/1000] (m) 0.080109 0.032238 0.097425
LINK_4 LEFT
401.292 -40.141
395.493 -13.626
5.799 -26.515
0.114941 0.070411

LINK_4 RIGHT
518.998
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
303.666 255.698 623.071
518.642
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
308.789 276.114 605.933
0.356
ROTATION COORDINATES (SEL. 1 - SEL. 2) (mm)
-5.123
-20.416
17.138
0.01706 TRANSLATION [(SEL. 2 - SEL 2(PREV. LINK)/1000] (m) 0.097637 0.083011 0.058383

LINK_5 LEFT
LINK_5 RIGHT
486.426 -30.908 658.615
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
280.972 354.656 751.594
462.903 -36.368 635.094
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
276.956 333.733
725.47
23.523
5.46
23.521
ROTATION COORDINATES (SEL. 1 - SEL. 2) (mm)
4.016
20.923
26.124
0.06741 -0.02274 0.116452 TRANSLATION [(SEL. 2 - SEL 2(PREV. LINK)/1000] (m) -0.03183 0.057619 0.119537
LINK_6 LEFT
LINK_6 RIGHT
553.125
25.877 722.611
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
318.222 436.532 809.838
544.662
38.251
728.201
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
317.032 452.986 796.844
8.463
-12.374
-5.59
ROTATION COORDINATES (SEL. 1 - SEL. 2) (mm)
1.19
-16.454
12.994
0.081759 0.074619 0.093107 TRANSLATION [(SEL. 2 - SEL 2(PREV. LINK)/1000] (m) 0.040076 0.119253 0.071374
LINK_7 LEFT (GRIPPER BASE)
LINK_7 RIGHT (GRIPPER BASE)
598.105
23.532
721.477
PART ORIGIN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
344.167 433.506 847.264
582.568
6.537
735.576
NEXT LINK JOINT (SELECTION 2) (mm)
324.203 432.369 847.652
15.537
16.995
-14.099
ROTATION COORDINATES (SEL. 1 - SEL. 2) (mm)
19.964
1.137
-0.388
0.037906 -0.03171 0.007375 TRANSLATION [(SEL. 2 - SEL 2(PREV. LINK)/1000] (m) 0.007171 -0.02062 0.050808
LEFT GRIPPER_LEFT FINGER
636.007
96.52
663.168
645.6315 88.617 664.2475
655.256
80.714
665.327

CLOSED (SELECTION 1) (mm)
HALF OPEN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
OPEN (SELECTION 1) (mm)

RIGHT GRIPPER_LEFT FINGER
448.636 441.117
822.2
449.1245 436.5025 833.8065
449.613 431.888 845.413

LEFT GRIPPER_RIGHT FINGER
673.222
74.168
677.235
663.5975 82.071
676.155
653.973
89.974
675.075

CLOSED (SELECTION 1) (mm)
HALF OPEN (SELECTION 1) (mm)
OPEN (SELECTION 1) (mm)

RIGHT GRIPPER_RIGHT FINGER
450.259 437.007 867.883
449.7705 441.6215 856.2765
449.282 446.236
844.67
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APPENDIX C

3D WORLD EDITOR LINK-ROTATION AND TRANSLATION DATA
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Figure C 1 Link_2 Left adjusted in 3D World Editor using Rotation & Translation Data

Figure C 2 Link_3 Left adjusted in 3D World Editor using Rotation & Translation Data
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Figure C 3 Link_4 Left adjusted in 3D World Editor using Rotation & Translation Data

Figure C 4 Link_5 Left adjusted in 3D World Editor using Rotation & Translation Data
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Figure C 5 Link_6 Left adjusted in 3D World Editor using Rotation & Translation Data

Figure C 6 Link_7 Left adjusted in 3D World Editor using Rotation & Translation Data
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Figure C 7 Link_8 Left (Right Finger) adjusted using Rotation & Translation Data

Figure C 8 Link_2 Right adjusted in 3D World Editor using Rotation & Translation Data
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Figure C 9 Link_3 Right adjusted in 3D World Editor using Rotation & Translation Data

Figure C 10 Link_4 Right adjusted in 3D World Editor using Rotation & Translation Data
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Figure C 11 Link_5 Right adjusted in 3D World Editor using Rotation & Translation Data

Figure C 12 Link_6 Right adjusted in 3D World Editor using Rotation & Translation Data
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Figure C 13 Link_7 Right adjusted in 3D World Editor using Rotation & Translation Data

Figure C 14 Link_8 Right (Left Finger) adjusted using Rotation & Translation Data
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